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Abstract 

To measure the natural frequency of the shock absorber under operating conditions, a 
modal analysis module in the ansys software is used. The natural frequencies of the 
shock absorbers in different states were measured, and the mode pattern diagram of the 
metering funnel was obtained. The results show that ansys software can calculate the 
natural frequency of the shock absorber in different cases and clearly display the 
corresponding mode diagram of different mode shapes. 
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1. Introduction 

The domestic start of oil pressure shock absorber research and development and production is 
from the 50s of the last century began, the earliest began to develop oil pressure shock absorber 
manufacturers is CRRC Qingdao Sifang Locomotive and Rolling Stock Co., Ltd., after more than 
10 years of research and development, in 1965 successfully developed a shock absorber that 
meets the general performance requirements, this shock absorber has the disadvantage of 
inconvenient disassembly, it has very high requirements for sealing, prone to oil leakage 
phenomenon ding; Sifang Locomotive and Rolling Stock Co., Ltd. research institute in the 
existing shock absorber technology, successfully developed a 3A2 type oil pressure shock 
absorber, this shock absorber greatly reduced the volume and quality, and make the 
performance more stable, the structure is more perfect, in the late 1980s to early 90s, CRRC 
Zhuzhou Electric Locomotive Research Institute for the needs of the time, developed a ZS8 type 
shock absorber, this shock absorber uses an advanced throttle system, with simple structure, 
good sealing and other advantages, This type of shock absorber is still in production and use 
today. 

2. Finite element analysis 

2.1. Three-dimensional model of shock absorber 

According to the actual size of the reducer, a three-dimensional model is built in solidworks 
software, the shock absorber model is 102mm high, 96mm wide, the material is 45 steel, and 
the total weight is 3.28Kg, the model is shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 Shock absorber model 

2.2. Material properties 

Table 1 Material property table 

Yield strength/MPa Poisson's ratio Elastic modulus/GPa  Density/(Kg/m3) 

355 0.3 2.06×1011   7.85×103 

2.3. Meshing 

The simplest cell shape is a triangle, sometimes with quadrangular elements. In plane problems, 
these nodes generally exist in the form of dumplings, but there are also a small number of rigid 
connections. The three vertices of a triangle are usually treated as three nodes, and sometimes 
there are nodes at the midpoint of the three sides, which are called six-node triangle elements. 
The force received by each element is equivalent to the node around the element, becoming a 
nodal load. A planar elastomer, through discretization, becomes a collection of force forces on 
several element nodes. The advantages of using finite element analysis are visualization, 
shorter design cycle times, fewer tests, and the ability to optimize the design. The finite element 
method solution results are relatively accurate, and the application range is wide, can solve 
complex problems, the development is very rapid, covering almost all engineering fields, has 
become a very popular method of engineering analysis. 

2.4. Static analysis 

As shown in Figure 3, the stresses on both sides of the reducer are greatest. From the vector 
deformation distribution cloud diagram of the reducer (Figure 4.), it can be seen that the 
displacement of the reducer gradually changes from small to large from the middle to the two 
sides, which is related to the loading site and the constraint position. 
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Figure 2 Damper meshing 

 
Figure 3 Shock absorber deformation plot 
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Figure 3 Shock absorbers and other effects 

3. Damper modal analysis 

Modal analysis, also known as free vibration analysis, is mainly to determine the vibrational 
characteristics of mechanical structures (natural frequency and mode). Factors that affect the 
natural frequency of an object are mass, shape, material, etc. In this paper, in order to select the 
frequency range of the electromagnetic gun, the modulation analysis of the shock absorber is 
carried out, so that the resonance frequency range of the shock absorber itself can be found, so 
that the frequency of the electromagnetic gun is within its range. Through the static analysis 
module and the modal analysis module, the mode shape frequency of the sixth order of the 
funnel is solved. 

 
a .First-order mode                          b.Second-order mode 

 
c.Third-order mode                         d.Fourth-order mode 
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e.fifth-order mode                           f. Sixth-order mode 

4. Summary 

(1) Based on ansys software, the modal analysis of the metering funnel can effectively reflect 
the natural frequency of the metering funnel in different states and the mode shape diagram of 
the metering funnel. 

(2) Through free mode analysis, before determining the installation position, do the free mode 
to determine the node position of the several modes of main concern, comprehensively 
consider these node positions, and determine the final shock absorber installation location. 
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